Pyrenean Group Holidays
4 Chemin du Luz, Labastide Debat, 65200 Argelès Bagnères, Hautes Pyrénées, France
Tel: 00.33.562.912.445
Email: gregory.malcolm@wanadoo.fr
Internet: www.pghols.com

Pyrenees Highlights
Self-Guided Hiking in the French and Spanish
National Parks and World Heritage Site

Summary
• Trip begins in Cauterets, France and ends in Gavarnie, France
• 9 nights and 10 days
• Half board (breakfast and dinner) 7 nights, Bed & Breakfast 2 nights
• Authentic and charming two and three star hotels with private bath
• Baggage shuttle while in France
Hike Rating
This trip is rated moderate-challenging. There are 4-6 hours per day hiking, not counting breaks. The hikes
range in length from 12 – 20 kilometres. The highest altitude is 2807 metres. The greatest total daily ascent
is 1020 metres and the greatest total daily descent is 1500 metres. 600 metres altitude gain or loss is a
typical daily average. The terrain is rolling or mountainous with some steep ascents/descents and uneven
trails. There are some sections on a couple of the walks where there is some exposure. These sections are
on well-defined and popular trails so most people would find them no problem but they are not suitable for
people who suffer from vertigo. Loose stones are fairly common on trails in the Pyrenees.

Itinerary
Day 1: Cauterets
The joining point is the hotel in Cauterets with a chance to have a look around the busy little spa town in
the evening. Please plan on arriving there by 5:00 p.m. at the latest.
Arrival. The nearest major airport is Toulouse www.toulouse.aeroport.fr and the nearest railway station at
Lourdes.
A shuttle bus operates at Toulouse between the airport and railway station and there are regular trains to
Lourdes which take about 2 hours.
There are regular buses from Lourdes to Cauterets or a minibus or taxi can be arranged.
Transport direct from the airport can be arranged.
Other small regional airports which may be useful are at Pau www.pau.aeroport.fr and Lourdes
www.tlp.aeroport.fr/voyageur . These have flights to Paris and could reduce travel time.
Meals: dinner.
Overnight: Cauterets, Hotel Asterides Sacca

Day 2: Gaube Valley – Cauterets

Vignemale
You take a shuttle bus for the short ride up to the Pont d’Espagne (1460 metres) and then a short chairlift
ride into the Gaube Valley where it is possible to hike to the Refuge des Oulettes and look across to the
glacier at the base of the Vignemale, at 3219 metres the highest mountain in the French Pyrénées.
14 kilometres, 5 ½ - 6 hours, ascent 490 metres, descent 490 metres, highest altitude 2150 metres.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel Asterides Sacca, Cauterets

Day 3: Marcadau Valley – Cauterets

Marcadau valley
Again, take either a shuttle bus or a taxi for the short ride up to the Pont d’Espagne (1460 m) the starting
point for this hike into the French Pyrénées National Park.
The route ascends the Marcadau Valley renown for its herds of wild “Isards” and reaches the Refuge
Wallon. 18 km, 5 ½ hrs, ascent 410 m, descent 410 m, highest altitude 1865 m.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Cauterets, Hotel Asterides Sacca.
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Day 4: Cirque de Estaubé – Gèdre

Lac des Gloriettes
A taxi will take you from the hotel directly a car park at the Lac de Gloriettes. From the drop off point at
1665 metres there will be time to explore the valley leading towards the Cirque de Estaubé – an area rich in
flora and home to many marmots. After exploring the area, the route returns past the Lac des Gloriettes
and stays high as it crosses the summer grazing pastures of Coumély. Finally we follow an old shepherd’s
path down to the quaint, small village of Gèdre, where our bags will be waiting for us.
16 kilometres, 5 ½ hours, ascent 320 metres, descent 1000 metres, highest altitude 1805 metres.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel La Brèche de Roland, Gèdre
Day 5: Gèdre to Gavarnie

Towards Gavarnie & Brêche de Roland

Heading south from the village we approach Gavarnie (1400 meters) via footpaths over grazing land with
magnificent views. Your bags will be shuttled from Gèdre and will be waiting for you on arrival in Gavarnie.
The full day hike is about 20 kilometres, 6 hours, ascent 930 metres, descent 530 metres, highest altitude
1881 metres. The hike can be shortened to 13 kilometres, 4 hours, ascent 650 metres, descent 250
metres, highest altitude 1647 metres.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel le Marboré, Gavarnie.
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Day 6: Cirque de Gavarnie

Cirque de Gavarnie
A choice of hikes here. The easier is a circular route exploring both sides of the valley via the “Plateau de
Bellevue” and the “Chemin d’Espuguettes” with a chance to hike to the foot of the “Grande Cascade”.
18kms, 5 ½ hrs, ascent 930 m, descent 930 m.
With suitable weather and a taxi ride up to the Col des Tentes (2208m) it is possible reach, via a small
glacier, the famous “Breche de Roland” - a huge natural doorway in the cliffs which form the frontier
between France & Spain. The return path to Gavarnie takes us over the “Plateau de Bellevue” with great
views into the Cirque de Gavarnie. 16km, 6 ½ hrs, ascent 620 m, descent 1400 m, highest altitude 2807 m.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel le Marboré, Gavarnie.
Important
mportant – for the next two nights in Spain baggage transfer is not feasible due to the 163 kilometre
distance by road. Bags can be left safely locked at the hotel at Gavarnie and you will need to carry what
you need with you for two nights.
Day 7: Col d’Epecières – Torla (Spain)

Torla
Today you’ll take a taxi up to the Col des Tentes (2208 metres) to the start of the hike. The route soon
passes a lake and the Col d’Epecières (2344 metres) into the Aragon region of Spain. A long, gentle and
varied descent takes us over grassy meadows and woodland down to the delightful small town of Torla. 18
kilometres, 5 ½ hours, ascent 510 metres, descent 1700 metres, highest altitude 2344 metres.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel Edelweiss, Torla (Spain).
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Day 8: Ordesa Canyon – Torla

You’ll take a short shuttle bus ride up into a National Park and the Ordesa Canyon, a huge glacier carvedvalley with side walls rising 1000 metres above the valley floor. After a well graded ascent the route
reaches the “Faja de Pelay” – an almost level 8 kilometre balcony path with extraordinary views across the
canyon towards the high frontier mountains. At the head of the valley a waterfall marks the return point
along the valley floor. 19 kilometres, 6 hours, ascent 840 metres, descent 840 metres, highest altitude
1980 metres.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel Edelweiss, Torla (Spain).
Day 9: Col de Boucharo – Gavarnie (Return to France)

Bujareulo bridge
The return from Torla to Gavarnie is shortened by using transport part of the way back up the valley to the
Bujareulo Bridge. From there it is a 2 ½ hour ascent back to the border with France at the Col de
Boucharo, after which the route follows the charming Pouey-Aspé Valley wending its way down to the
village of Gavarnie. 14 km, 5 ½ hours, ascent 1020 metres, descent 940 metres, highest altitude 2273
metres.
Meals: breakfast and dinner.
Overnight: Hotel le Marboré, Gavarnie.
Day 10: Gavarnie
After breakfast, you’ll leave Gavarnie. The return taxi ride from Gavarnie to Lourdes takes about 1 ¼ hours.
Meals: breakfast.
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Accommodation
Two star or three star hotels, all rooms with shower or bath and WC.
Transport included
Day 4: Transfer clients from Cauterets to the Lac des Gloriettes with baggage drop at Gedre.
Day 5: Baggage transfer from Gedre to Gavarnie.
Detailed Route Notes included
Detailed route notes will be supplied for all proposed hikes.
Maps to be supplied
IGN 1:25000 Vignemale & Cauterets
IGN 1:25000 Gavarnie
Alpina 1:40000 Ordessa
Additional transport to be arranged locally by clients with hotel owner and paid for by clients
Day 2: Cauterets to Pont d’Espagne, there & back
Day 3: Cauterets to Pont d’Espagne, there & back plus chairlift
Day 6: Gavarnie to Col des Tentes for hike to Brèche de Roland. Return to Gavarnie on foot.
Day 7: Gavarnie to Col des Tentes for hike into Spain.
Day 8: Torla to Ordessa – regular shuttle bus there & back
Day 9: Taxi from Torla to San Nicolas de Bujareulo for hike back to Gavarnie.
Additional Services
24 hour contact - landline & mobile phone numbers
Contact by phone first evening to make sure arrived OK
Contact by phone last evening to make sure everything went OK.
Arrival & departure transport information – buses & taxis.
Not included
Transport to Cauterets at start of trip.
Transport from Gavarnie at end of trip.
Lunches. It will be possible to buy food in all the villages/towns where we stay.
Evening meals in Spain.
Medical & travel insurance.
Personal expenses including drinks at the hotel.
Entrance fees (if any)
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